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What makes modern saving and traditional saving institution similar? 

Similarities of bank and Equb within their differences 

Bank helps to gives loan for people and the place/financial institution/ people deposit their 

income in modern way. Similarly Equb serve as saving for those who take last and considered as 

borrowing for those who take first. But, bank and Equb is not similar in ways of service giving 

and modes of establishment.  Banks are established in modern way and its system is similar, 

while Equb locally established by people traditionally and its process or rules vary from place to 

place. The other difference between bank and Equb is saving in bank is guaranteed and people 

can save/ withdraw their money at any time. While Equb is not covenant to take as person needs 

rather than waiting until your chance and contribute fixed amount to all member receive equal 

amount. 

Insurance companies and Iddir believed as similar in giving services for people. Both insurance 

companies help people during emergencies. Iddir gives tents and other services for members 

when families’ member may die, while an insurance company covers expenses when car or 

house of person suffers damage.  Since both give services during emergencies the believed as 

similar. 

Saving is beneficial for the society by providing financial resources for those people who want 

loans. Engaging in these institutions could help other people to save. This all contributes to the 

development of the country.  
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Saving as an Instrument of Investment and Development 

How savings made in banks serve as a source of capital? 

Banks plays a crucial role in accumulation of capital. Because, banks are instruments through 

which funds are made available for investment. i.e. banks make funds available by collecting 

from those people who save money. Because, the sources of funds of banks lend, mostly comes 

from depositors.   

When people deposit more money in banks, the more money they are able to lend for investment. 

People who save their income also can engage in investment activities themselves.  

There is also internationally established institution serve as sources of funding for development. 

Those international institution give out loans and grants for development efforts. The well-

known international institutions are like international monetary fund (IMF) and World Bank 

(WB). These international institutions are established to provide funding for global development. 

They study the direction of development in different countries and advise them. 
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Name: --------------------------------------------- Section: ----------------------- Marks: _____________ 

SHORT ANSWER 

1. Saving in modern financial institution believed to serve as the sources of fund for 

investment. How? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

2.  If so, do you think that the reason behind poorest countries remain in poor is absence of 

saving in modern way or absence of work hard? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________  

 

3. Write the role of international financial institution and give an example based on the 

existing situation. 

 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Briefly explain the main importance saving in development 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Do you think that people can save for self enjoyment and security? How? 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Write demerits using traditional saving institution.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


